Background: Free water (FW) in neuroimaging is non-flowing extracellular water in the cranium and brain tissue, and includes both cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) and fluid in intercellular space or edema. For a region such as a voxel (spatial unit of measurement in neuroimaging), the FW fraction is defined as the volume fraction of FW within that volume. Quantifying the FW fraction allows estimating contamination by fluid of neuroimaging or magnetic resonance spectroscopy measurements within a voxel. New method: An upper limit to the fraction of FW within a voxel, based on any diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) sequence including a standard single shell at one b-value, can be derived from the standard diffusion tensor by scaling the third eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor. Assuming a two-compartment model, the diffusivity of a voxel is a combination of tissue and FW diffusivity. FW fraction is FW volume divided by voxel volume. Assuming FW diffuses equally in all directions, the diffusivity component is representable by a single, non-tensor diffusivity value. Since the diffusivity of water is known for a given temperature, and brain temperature is relatively constant, the FW diffusivity value can be assumed constant. The third eigenvector of the voxel diffusion tensor is the direction of least diffusivity and since the FW component of diffusivity is equal in all directions, we show that FW diffusivity cannot be lower than the third eigenvalue. Assuming FW contributes proportionally to voxel diffusivity, we show that the third eigenvalue divided by water diffusivity (as a constant based on known water diffusivity at 36.7 C) forms an upper limit on the FW-fraction 
Introduction
Free water in the context of neuroimaging refers to extracellular non-flowing water in the cranium and brain tissue. Quantifying free water is of interest for estimating cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) contamination and as an index measured within brain tissue since it is sensitive to edema from pathologies. Free water is characterized by uninhibited movement, and is present in CSF and vasogenic edema. A conceptual approach to measuring free water is using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) estimates of water diffusivity to classify free water regions based on high diffusivity. If DTI scans had sub-nanometer resolution, one could measure free water directly, since most voxels could be categorized as being either water or tissue. However, at the current practical voxel resolution of 1e3 mm in each dimension, a DTI voxel encompasses millions of cells and intercellular space, and will often include brain-CSF boundaries. As a consequence, many voxels will present with partial volume effects, and measures of diffusivity in a voxel reflect a contributions from tissue and free water. The aim of DTI studies is usually to assess tissue structure, but contamination from CSF and edema affect mean diffusivity and factional anisotropy values [1, 2] . Identifying and accounting for potential free-water contamination could lead to better measures of tissue structure and higher fraction of intracellular water. An estimate of free water from DTI requires further calculations than standard processing based on a voxel model comprising free water and tissue, termed a two-compartment model [3] . Existing methods have been proposed to estimate the proportion of free water within a voxel, termed the free water fraction f, based on the ratio of the volume of free water V fw to the volume of the voxel V vox (1):
However, these methods may not have single solutions [4, code no longer available], leading to the need to solve an inverse problem with optimization, and approaches may require the addition of non-standard DTI scans with specific parameters [5, 6, 7] . We therefore propose a method to provide an estimate related to free water content. Specifically, we present a calculation, based on any product DTI sequence, which provides an upper bound to the free water fraction.
As background, the motivation to measure free water in the context of assessing CSF contamination is present in several imaging modalities. For example, magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) involves large voxels (X/Y/Z dimensions of 5e15 mm) with large partial volume effects, and MRS measures are highly influenced by the proportions of tissue and free water in the voxel [8] . Neurochemical levels are usually presented as a ratio of creatine, which is used as a marker of tissue cell content [9, 10] , but the free water fraction would provide additional information, especially in the context of diseases that alter creatine levels or chemicals in CSF. Theoretically, free water fraction could help with interpretation of structural measures such as T2 relaxometry, voxel-based morphometry, cerebral blood flow with arterial spin labelling, and functional MRI. DTI itself involves measuring a tensor based on the directionality of water diffusion properties, and even at w1 mm resolution, DTI voxels will have partial CSF components. Therefore, by extracting the free water fraction, improved estimates of the tissue-specific tensor are possible [4] . A twocompartment model was shown to allow for better estimation of tissue tensors [3] .
Another motivation to measure free water fraction is its sensitivity to changes in intracellular water and space that occur in pathologies associated with edema, or inflammation, as well as atrophy [11] . Initial studies have found changes in free water associated with aging [12] , and diseases such as schizophrenia [13] , multiplesclerosis [11] , and Alzheimer's disease [5] . An estimate related to free water would be another quantitative MRI measure with which to assess neural pathology, or provide a starting point for free water calculation by another method.
Theory

Two-compartment model
Considering the underlying structure of the brain, two-compartment models have been proposed, whereby the characteristics of a voxel tensor reflect the combination of components from different types of material [3] . Fig. 1 illustrates this model in a hypothetical voxel, illustrating a brain-CSF boundary in an animal model ( Fig. 1, left panel) . A voxel may include CSF and brain tissue, and within brain tissue there may be edema, in addition to neurons and glial cells, vessels, and other intercellular material or ependymal cells (Fig. 1, middle panel) . Free water exists both in CSF and throughout the tissue, but for the purposes of the model, we assume one compartment is free water and the other brain tissue
Standard DTI measures are interpreted assuming a single compartment model. The conventional DTI-derived diffusion tensor D represents the directional diffusivity of water within a voxel [14] , and this tensor forms the basis of most DTI analyses, including calculation of structural indices and fiber or probabilistic tracking. The most common formulation is a 3Â3 matrix that is assumed to be symmetric (2):
For a two compartment model, the diffusivity of a voxel D vox is the combination of diffusivities from tissue (D t ) and free water (D fw ) compartments (3):
assuming the voxel diffusivity is a linear function of compartment diffusivities [15] . Assuming the free water diffusion is equal in all directions [4] , the tensor D fw water simplifies to (4):
where D W is the diffusivity of water.
While (2) can be solved using any DTI series with 6 or more directions, for Eq. (3), even though only one additional variable is introduced, f does not have a single solution and is complex to solve for. Here, we propose using a characteristic of the diffusion tensor to obtain an estimate of an upper limit of the free water compartment fraction.
Third eigenvalue of the diffusion tensor and free water fraction
The tensor D can be decomposed into eigenvectors, with the first eigenvector v 1 being in the direction of greatest diffusivity. The second eigenvector v 2 is the direction of greatest diffusivity in a plane perpendicular to the first eigenvector, and the third v 3
is in the orthogonal direction of least diffusivity. The three eigenvalues, l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , represent the magnitude of diffusivity along the three eigenvectors. The diffusion tensor can be visualized by an ellipsoid, as in Fig. 2 . In fluid such as CSF, water can diffuse unimpeded by barriers equally in all directions, and so the mean and directional Considering the eigenvalues l 1-3 of the tensor, the smallest eigenvalue relates to the others as follows:
diffusivities will be equivalent in magnitude, and approximately equal to the diffusivity of water ( Fig. 2A) . In brain tissue with minimal directionality in structure, such as some gray matter regions, the diffusion eigenvectors will be of similar magnitude in all directions but the eigenvalues will be much lower than those in CSF [ Fig. 2B ; 14] . In tissue that is highly directional, such as large white matter tracks like the corpus callosum, one direction will dominate, and the eigenvalue l 1 in that direction will be moderate to large combined with much smaller values for l 2 and l 3 (Fig. 2C) . Another scenario is tissue where water can move easily on one direction, and within a plane perpendicular to the first direction, with minimal diffusivity perpendicular to the plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2D . In this scenario, l 2 and l 3 are similar and l 3 is smaller.
For the purposes of assessing free water, direction is not required, and we can therefore perform calculations on a rotated coordinate system. If we choose the eigenvectors (v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ) as the coordinate system ( Fig. 3) , the rotated voxel diffusion matrix L vox is comprised of the eigenvalues along the diagonal (5):
The two-compartment model in (3) can be formulated in the rotated space, where L t is the rotated tissue diffusion tensor, as (6): Since free water is assumed to diffuse without directionality, L fw ¼ D fw , leading to (7):
Considering the components of L vox , we have three linear equations that include f (8):
Solving for f, we get (9):
and by extension (10):
The fraction f must be 1 or a proper fraction, and therefore subtracting an equal number from denominator and numerator will decrease the value of the fraction. Thus (11),
and we have the following upper bounds on f (12):
1 Proof: consider a fraction f formed with two positive numbers n and d (f ¼ n/d), and a second fraction g based on subtracting a positive number p from numerator and denominator of
The sign must be the same on both sides, so if g > 1 the right side is negative and f À g < 0; similarly, if g ¼ 1 then f ¼ g, and (in our case) if g < 1 then f À g > 0.
Since by definition l 1 ! l 2 ! l 3 , the lowest upper bound on f, termed f UL , is (13):
Considering the physical interpretation of f UL , a characteristic of l 3 is that because the free water component of diffusivity must be equal in all directions, the free water diffusivity cannot be lower than the 3 rd eigenvalue. The 3 rd eigenvalue l 3 therefore forms an upper limit on the diffusivity due to free water. Assuming that free water contributes proportionally to the measured diffusion tensor, l 3 can be divided by the known diffusivity of water to give an upper limit on the fraction of free water in the voxel.
Water diffusivity as a constant
Water diffusivity is constant for a given pressure and temperature. The body maintains a temperature at approximately 36.7 [16] , with small differences between brain and body temperatures under healthy conditions [17] . The brain will be at a similar temperature to the body under normal conditions, with brain trauma or fever leading to variations over a range of up to 1e2 , in the extreme [18] .
Intracranial pressure is normally within 7e15 mmHg [19] , or w1000e2000 Pa. While this variation is high, and may not reflect water pressure in brain tissue, the pressure levels will have very little influence on the water diffusivity, and so the lowest reported values of 1000 Pa were assumed. 
Assumptions
Assumptions include the consistent diffusivity of water, which relates to brain temperature being within a w2 range, and that free water contributes proportionally to the diffusivity within a region (voxel). The two-compartment model assumes two independent components that are additive in nature [15] , but there are arguments for other models [20] . A further assumption underlying the interpretation of this measure is that the contribution of non-free water compartment is modest. The most likely condition which would challenge this assumption is in dense tissue, with low free water. Thus, lower values of f UL are at risk of being more divergent from f than high values. At the maximal f of 1, which will occur in CSF, the estimated fraction f UL should have good accuracy. Further assumptions relate to the DTI measures, the core of which is that voxel diffusivity is accurately represented by a symmetric tensor calculated from standard single b-value protocol. There is extensive literature addressing alternative representations of diffusivity, for example accounting for non-symmetric diffusivity, non-linear diffusivity across b values, nonGaussian distribution of water movement, and signal-to-noise and scanning artifacts.
Furthermore, several techniques involving customized DTI protocols have been proposed specifically for the calculation of free water [5, 21, 22] . However, for the present method, accounting for such effects was not considered likely to make a substantial difference in f UL calculation, as the free water measure is intended only as an upper limit to a true measure of f.
Methods
Subjects: IXI dataset
We used the publicly available IXI dataset (http://brain-development.org/ixi-dataset/). This dataset consists of over 500 sets of MRI scans collected from three locations in London (Hammersmith Hospital using a Philips 3T system, Guy's Hospital using a Philips 1.5T system, and Institute of Psychiatry using a GE 1.5T system); full details are provided on the website. We included subjects with T1 and DTI scans, which did not include any from the GE 1.5T, and performed quality checking of the data. The list of included IXI subjects is in Supplementary File 1 
Calculation of f UL
Calculating f UL is trivial once the eigenvectors of the diffusion tensor have been calculated, as in (15):
However, since DTI data are often noisy, we set a maximum fraction of 1, and the calculation is Eq. (16):
This calculation can be performed in most neuroimaging software packages; we used SPM12.
Analysis
We used SPM12 software to analyze the data (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). The T1-weighted scans were rigid-body coregistered with the MNI template, and manual adjustments were made to correct rotations and shifts. Rotations in particular can interfere with later processing steps. The T1 images were resliced to a common space, and we applied the SPM "Unified segmentation" procedure to bias correct and segment the images [23] . This step creates maps with probabilities of gray matter, white matter and CSF. We passed the segmentation maps to the DARTEL procedure to calculate spatial normalization parameters from native to template space [24] . We used the VBM8 template that is available with SPM, and is coregistered with MNI space (http://www.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/).
We used the SPM Diffusion II toolbox for processing the DTI data (https:// sourceforge.net/projects/spmtools/). Each series were used to calculate the diffusion tensor D. The three eigenvalues of the tensor were calculated with Eigen decomposition, and f UL was calculated according to (16) . We included an SPM12 batch file (Supplementary File 2: "Supplementary File 2 -spmjob_fwcalc.txt") implementing this calculation using the "im_calc" tool, which takes as input the third eigenvalue image. We used the b0 images for a two-step process to accurately register the DTI scans into a common space [see Appendix A in 25]. For each subject, the b0 image was coregistered to the preprocessed T1 in native space using a warping procedure to allow for distortions inherent in the DTI scans. In brief, this step involves using the segmented tissue types from the T1 unified segmentation as priors in the DTI unified segmentation [25] . The result is a mapping from DTI to T1 space, which is applied to the calculated indices including f UL . The second step is to apply the T1 DARTEL normalization parameters to the indices, resulting in spatially normalized maps that can be combined or compared across subjects on a voxel-by-voxel basis.
Values from regions of interest from the atlas provided with SPM12 were extracted with the SPM Volumes utility. The tissue labels were derived from the "MICCAI 2012 Grand Challenge and Workshop on Multi-Atlas Labeling" (https://masi.
vuse.vanderbilt.edu/workshop2012/index.php/Challenge_Details), based MRI scans from the OASIS project (http://www.oasis-brains.org/), and the labeled data were provided by Neuromorphometrics, Inc. under academic subscription (http:// neuromorphometrics.com/). We also extracted values from the entire intracranial space by using the TIV, defined as regions where the sum of CSF, gray and white matter probabilities was greater than 0.5. Values of f UL and other DTI indices, including mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity and radial diffusivity were extracted from each voxel in each region in each subject. Similarly, values of the probabilities of CSF, gray and white matter were extract from the f UL voxels, using linear interpolation to sample the T1-derived values from voxels DTI space (since T1 images were in a different space and with different voxel sizes than the DTI images). Descriptive statistics and distributions of each measure were calculated and displayed using MATLAB functions. Correlations between f UL and other measures were performed with MATLAB. Scatterplots of measures versus f UL were created with MATLAB, with transparent markers due to the large number of points (95% transparency). TIV values were subsampled such that a subset of fewer than 1,000,000 points were included in any one scatterplot.
Results
We select the subject closest to the mean age of our sample, a male age 42.6 years, The mean and standard deviation of f UL , T1-derived tissue probability maps, and other DTI indices are shown in Table 2 Table 3 . Correlations with f UL of tissue probability and DTI-derived indices in regions. The percentages of the voxels in the VOI that were included for the calculation are shown (number of voxels shown in Table 2 ). Significant correlations (P < 0.05) indicated by a "*". In addition to a range of f UL values between brain regions and between overall tissue types, there was also variation in f UL values within a particular VOI. For example, the distribution of f UL values in the hippocampus is shown in Fig. 7 , derived from the entire hippocampi in 374 subjects. The majority of the values lie between 0.1 and 0.6. This structure is a combination of gray and white matter, and in some subjects with atrophy CSF is also present in the hippocampal region.
The final analyses were performed using all voxels within the entire intracranial volume (TIV). The values from 511,190 TIV voxels in each of the 374 subjects were extracted. Table 4 presents the mean and standard deviation for tissue probabilities and DTI-based indices, as well as the correlation statistics with respect to f UL . f UL correlated significantly with radial and mean diffusivity, and to a less significant extent with axial diffusivity. CSF probability showed only a non-significant trend towards a correlation. FA showed a significant albeit not strong negative relationship with f UL . The distribution of f UL across TIV in Fig. 8 illustrates a slightly wider range of values than just in the hippocampus (Fig. 7) . For comparison, the distributions of other DTI indices and tissue probabilities are also shown. Note that the probabilities of gray and white matter and CSF probabilities are distributed closely to either 0 or 1, whereas the DTI-based indices show a wider spread.
The relationships between f UL and other measures are shown in scatter plots in Fig. 9 . Each DTI index and tissue probability is plotted against f UL for TIV voxels across the 374 subjects. Because of the large number of points (w200 million), only every 200 th point was plotted, such that each graph contains approximately 1 million values. Diffusivity indices showed positive relationships with f UL , with radial being most closely correlated. FA showed an inverse hyperbolic relationship with f UL . The gray and white matter tissue probabilities showed little relationship with f UL , and CSF probability exhibited a modest positive relationship.
Discussion
The measure of an upper limit to the fraction of free water f UL is a DTI-based index indirectly related to voxel free water content. The measure provides an upper limit on the free water fraction f in the context of a two-compartment model consisting of tissue and free water. In the intracranial space, the measure is distribution across the range from 0 to 1, with most voxels falling in the 0.1 to 0.6 fraction. The measure is most closely related to radial diffusivity, followed by axial and MD, and negatively related to FA.
The f UL measure is more closely related to other DTI indices than tissue probabilities.
Although f UL is related to the probability of a voxel containing CSF, the correlation 
Additional information
Data associated with this study can be found at http://brain-development.org/ixidataset.
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